DRUNK IS NOT YES.

SEX WITHOUT CONSENT IS RAPE.

Consent must be voluntary – otherwise it’s assault. Make campuses safe for everyone.
HAVING DRINKS IS NOT YES.

SEX WITHOUT CONSENT IS RAPE.

Consent must be voluntary – otherwise it’s assault. Make campuses safe for everyone.
SILENCE IS NOT YES.

SEX WITHOUT CONSENT IS RAPE.

Consent must be voluntary – otherwise it’s assault. Make campuses safe for everyone.
WALKING THEM HOME IS NOT YES.

SEX WITHOUT CONSENT IS RAPE.

Consent must be voluntary – otherwise it’s assault. Make campuses safe for everyone.

SafeCampusesBC.ca
WALKING THEM HOME IS NOT YES.

SEX WITHOUT CONSENT IS RAPE.

Consent must be voluntary – otherwise it’s assault. Make campuses safe for everyone.

SafeCampusesBC.ca
FLIRTING IS NOT YES.

SEX WITHOUT CONSENT IS RAPE.

Consent must be voluntary – otherwise it’s assault. Make campuses safe for everyone.